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ABSTRACT

Modern database management systems (DBMS) have been designed to efficiently store, manage and perform computations on massive amounts of data. In contrast, many existing visualization systems do not scale seamlessly from small data sets to enormous ones. We have designed a three-tiered visualization system called ScalaR to deal with this issue. ScalaR dynamically performs resolution reduction when the expected result of a DBMS query is too large to be effectively rendered on existing screen real estate. Instead of running the original query, ScalaR inserts aggregation, sampling or filtering operations to reduce the size of the result. This paper presents the design and implementation of ScalaR, and shows results for an example application, displaying satellite imagery data stored in SciDB as the back-end DBMS.

Index Terms: H.2.4 [Database Management]: Systems—Query Processing; H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database applications—Data mining

1 INTRODUCTION

Since their introduction by Ahlberg, Williamson and Shneiderman in 1992 [4], dynamic queries have made their way into many visual data exploration systems. Projects such as Polaris[14]/Tableau[2], Spotfire[3], VisDB[9] and DEVise[10], focus on visual exploration of databases. Similarly, projects like Xmdv Tool[15], VQE[7], Visago[12], and Improvise[16] implement dynamic queries over data loaded from files. However, as analytical and scientific data sets continue to increase in magnitude, visual analytics systems will need to incorporate scalable data management solutions to remain interactive. Otherwise, interactive visual analytics of large-scale data will remain difficult if not impossible.

Unfortunately, many information visualization systems do not scale seamlessly from small data sets to massive ones. In these systems, a common bottleneck is the amount of data that needs to be transferred from the database management system (DBMS) to the front-end visualization. In addition, as information visualization systems draw more and more query results on the screen, the result is excessively dense graphs that are difficult to interpret. In order to provide useful visualizations of large-scale data sets efficiently, existing systems need to summarize large data sets on the fly. Without automatic summaries, the user is forced to write queries by hand, or manually filter through the system’s dynamic querying interface to reduce the data set down to the desired size. To address these issues, several systems like Table Lens[11] and the Attribute Explorer[13] automatically provide summaries through their visualizations. Alternatively, sampleAction[8] explores progressive querying of DBMS’s, visualizing incremental query results with error bounds so the user can stop execution when they’ve reached their desired accuracy level.

In our paper, we address this problem for large-scale data by performing resolution reduction on query results. Our approach dynamically determines if the result of a DBMS query is too large to be effectively rendered on existing screen real estate. Based on this information, we use the DBMS to reduce the visualization space by inserting aggregation, sampling and/or filtering operations into the query. To demonstrate our approach, we developed a three-tiered prototype visualization system called ScalaR, and provide results from an example application of ScalaR, displaying satellite imagery data stored in SciDB[6] as the back-end DBMS.

2 ARCHITECTURE

The design principle of ScalaR’s architecture is to allow for “thin” visualizations that are oblivious to the size of the data. Therefore ScalaR can visualize large amounts of data on commodity hardware. ScalaR has 3 major components: a web front-end responsible for taking user input and drawing the visualizations with the resulting data; an intermediate layer on the server that takes input from the front-end and translates it into queries for the DBMS to execute, incorporating resolution reduction as necessary; and a DBMS that executes the queries dispatched from the intermediate layer.

Figure 1 shows the layout of ScalaR architecture. The three major architecture components are described in more detail below.

2.1 Web Front-End

We implemented a web-based front end, using the D3.js [5] Javascript library to draw the visualizations. The front end supports the following visualizations: scatterplots, line charts, histograms, mosaic plots, heat maps, and tree maps. The user inputs a query into a text box on the screen and selects a visualization type through a drop-down menu. After choosing the visualization, the user is given a second set of optional menus to specify characteristics of the visualization. For example, what attributes in the query results correspond to the x and y axes. ScalaR’s architecture supports pan and zoom functionality, both of which trigger new dynamic queries over the DBMS to retrieve missing data as the user explores the data set.

2.2 Intermediate Layer

The intermediate layer consists of server code that takes user queries from the front-end, dispatches queries to the DBMS, and
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prepares the resulting data for consumption by the front-end. Before dispatching user-defined queries to the DBMS, the intermediate layer retrieves the proposed query plan from the DBMS and uses this information to compute the expected size of the result. The intermediate layer uses this calculation to decide whether to insert a resolution reduction operation into the original query. See Section 3 for a list of resolution reduction operations.

2.3 DBMS

SciDB[6] is the DBMS used in ScalaR. SciDB is geared towards managing large-scale array-based data, particularly for data sets that require complicated computations. SciDB has several native functions that make the query rewriting process in the intermediate layer simpler. For example, the bernoulli function performs uniform sampling over the data. The regrid function divides the data into a grid of subarrays and returns summaries of the subarrays, such as averages or counts.

SciDB stores data as multi-dimensional matrices. Users specify the dimensions of the matrix, and the attributes of each element in the matrix. SciDB supports two languages for querying the data: Array Functional Language (AFL), or the SQL-like language Array Query Language (AQL). When writing queries, the attributes and dimensions can be thought of as columns and elements in the matrix as tuples. The combined dimensions act as keys for elements in the matrix (see Section 3.2 for examples of SciDB queries).

3 RESOLUTION REDUCTION

3.1 Problem Definition and Approach

There are two issues many existing visualization systems face when drawing very large data sets. First, if the system is only designed to handle data sets up to a certain size, the system will spend all of its time trying to manage the visualization. The system may even “freeze” for an extended period of time or crash while trying to draw the visualization. The second issue is that even if the visualization system can draw arbitrarily large results, there may be so many objects to draw on the screen that the resulting visualization is too dense to be useful to the user.

We have implemented several Resolution Reduction techniques to resolve these issues automatically. They can be applied to the data directly, as well as objects to be drawn in the visualization. The techniques are as follows:

Aggregation: Given a summary operation, the data is grouped into submatrices, and summaries of the submatrices are returned as the result. Summary operations include: sum, average, max and min.

Sampling: Given a probability value \( p \), return roughly that fraction of data as the result. Most databases already support this operation.

Filtering: Given a set of desired characteristics of the data, return the elements that meet these characteristics. These characteristics are translated into WHERE clause predicates.

The final query results are sent to the front-end as a list of objects, where each object in the list stores the attribute and dimension values of one cell from the resulting array. The resolution reduction techniques can also be applied to the formatted list. For example, the intermediate layer may return a uniform sampling of the objects, or a grouping of the objects based on a given attribute/dimension of the data. Performing resolution reduction on the formatted list provides finer granularity for resolution reduction that is independent of the storage model of the DBMS.
3.2 Example

Suppose a user of the ScalaR system wants to plot earthquake data to see the distribution of earthquakes around the world. She inputs the following query, and requests a map plot of the results: select latitude, longitude from quake. Figure 2a shows the resulting plot. ScalaR uses the Google Maps API[1] to create map plots. The distribution of earthquakes appears to be evenly divided between 3 regions, specified in Figure 2a. However, two important details are hidden from the user due to over-plotting: the largest region actually contains only a small percentage of earthquakes, and there are considerably more earthquakes around California than Alaska. The rest of this section explains in detail how the plot in Figure 2a is misleading, and provides alternative plots for the data using the techniques in the previous section.

The user has a 6381 by 6543 sparse array containing records for 7576 earthquakes. The data is stored in SciDB with the following schema: quake(datetime, magnitude, depth, latitude, longitude, region)[lat, lon]. Array attributes are listed in the parentheses, followed by dimensions in brackets. Note that longitude and latitude coordinates are represented twice in the schema. SciDB provides operations for transforming attributes into new dimensions, such as the latitude and longitude attributes in quake. However, SciDB replaces the original values of non-integer attributes with a zero-based integer range. To maintain access to the original values, the latitude and longitude coordinates were also stored as attributes in the array.

The user picks 3 major regions of interest in this plot, identified by the three boxes drawn in Figure 2a. Region 1 covers Asia and Australia. Region 2 is the Alaska area, and region 3 is the west coast of the US excluding Alaska. According to Figure 2a, region 1 appears to contain at least 25% of the plotted earthquakes. In addition, the points in region 2 cover a larger area of the plot, so region 3 seems to have less seismic activity than region 2. However, this plot is misleading. All 7576 earthquakes are plotted, but over-plotting obscures the true densities of these three regions. Ignoring overlap with region 2, region 1 actually contains only 548 points, or less than 8% of all plotted earthquakes. Regions 2 and 3 have 2423 points (over 30%) and 4081 points (over 50%), respectively. Thus region 3 actually contains over 50% more points than region 2.

Now suppose we reduce the resolution to roughly 500 points to provide the user with a clearer view of the distribution. Aggregation over the array produces the following query: select avg(latitude), avg(longitude) from (select latitude, longitude from quake) regrid 289, 289, where the original query is wrapped in a SciDB regrid statement. This query tells SciDB to divide quake into 289 by 289 subarrays along the lat and lon dimensions, and summarize the subarrays by taking the average of the latitude and longitude coordinates within in each subarray. ScalaR makes all dimensions of the subarrays the same width, and computes this value using the following function: \( \lceil \sqrt{\text{size of subarray}} \rceil \), where \( d \) is the number of dimensions, and \( t \) is a computed threshold value. In this example, \( t = 500 \). The resulting array has 529 cells, and Figure 2b shows the resulting plot. Region 1 now contains much fewer points, and the majority of points are clearly located in regions 2 and 3. In addition, the plotted points in region 2 are spread out and visibly less dense than the points plotted in region 3. Despite some loss of detail due to the reduction in points, but the distribution of earthquakes is accurately characterized by the aggregation plot.

Sampling to reduce the resolution produces the following query: select latitude, longitude from bernoulli( (select latitude, longitude from quake), 0.0659978881), where the original query is wrapped in a SciDB bernoulli statement. This query tells SciDB to randomly choose points from quake, where each point is chosen with probability 0.0659978881. ScalaR computes this probability by dividing \( t \) by the total number of non-empty cells in quake. Figure 2c shows a plot of the result, which returns 526 points. Like aggregation, sampling results in few points drawn in region 1, and the majority of points drawn in regions 2 and 3. More points are drawn in the areas that were densest in the original plot, providing a concise summary of the distribution of earthquakes.

Now that the user has identified the regions with the most earthquakes, she can use filtering to reduce the resolution of the data in favor of these regions. This results in the following query to retrieve points in regions 2 and 3: select latitude, longitude from quake where lat > 20 and (lon < -100 or lon > 170). Figure 2d shows the resulting plot. She can then zoom into regions 2 and 3 to see the distribution of earthquakes in more detail, as shown in Figure 3.

4 Visualizing Satellite Image Data

We implemented an example application that visualizes query results for normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) calculations over a subset of NASA satellite imagery data. The data set was roughly 27GB in size, covered the state of Cali-
We plan to make several optimizations in ScalaR’s design, starting with the 2 following approaches. The first is to push optimizations into the database by improving query optimization, and by writing queries to utilize information from the front-end about what is being drawn. Second, we plan to incorporate prefetching in the middle layer of our architecture, using feedback from the front-end about user interactions; for example, whether the user just zoomed in, or the direction the user is panning through the visualization.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

We presented the design and implementation of ScalaR, an information visualization system that dynamically performs resolution reduction when expected query results from the back-end DBMS are too large to be effectively drawn on the screen. ScalaR uses aggregation, filtering and/or sampling queries to downsize query results, providing the user with more or less detail as necessary to reduce completion time and maximize usage of existing screen real estate. We presented results for an example application of ScalaR, visualizing satellite imagery data stored in SciDB.